TRANS-NEW GUINEAN

GENERAL


ASMAT-KAMORO


MIMIKA (KAMORO)


AWIN-PARE

AWEKYOM


AWYU-DUMUT

AWYU
Drabbe, P.

**DUMUT**

**KOMBAI**

Vries, Lourens J. de.

**KOROWAI**

Stasch, Rupert.

Stasch, Rupert.

Stasch, Rupert.

Stasch, Rupert.

*Reviews*: Heeschen 2010; Slotta 2010.

VanEnk, Gerrit J., and Lourens J. de Vries.

VanEnk, Gerrit J., and Lourens J. de Vries.

**SAWI**

Mills, John A.

**WAMBON**

Vries, Lourens de, and Robinia de Vries-Wiersma.

**BINANDEREAN**
KORAFE

Farr, Cynthia J. M.

OROKAIVA

Iteanu, André.

Iteanu, André.

Lanoue, Guy.

Schwimmer, Eric.

Schwimmer, Eric.

Schwimmer, Eric.

Williams, F. E.

SUENA

Wilson, Darryl.

DANI

Broekhuijse, J. Th.

Bromley, H. Myron.

Heider, Karl G.

Reviews: Bettison 1971; Salisbury 1972

Heider, Karl G.

Heider, Karl G.

O’Brien, Denise.

O’Brien, Denise.

Peters, H. L.

Ploeg, Anton.

Stap, Petrus A. M. van der.

Wirz, Paul.

**HUON-FINISTERRE**

**FINISTERRE**

**ERAP**

**URI**

Webb, Thomas.

WANTOAT

Schmitz, Carl A.

GUSAP-MOT
NEKGINI

Leach, James G.

NGAING

Lawrence, Peter.

HUON

Dempwolff, O.

Flierl, W., and H. Strauss.

kovai

Freedman, Michael P.

KOVAT

McElhanon, Kenneth A.

SELEPET

McElhanon, Kenneth A.

**YUPNA**

Schmitz, Carl A.

**KOIARAN**

**BARAIC**

Barai
Barker, Tom.

Olson, Michael L.

**MANGALASI (MANGALASE)**

McKellin, William H.

Parlier, Jim, and Jaki Parlier.

**ÖMIE**

Rohatynskyj, Marta.

Rohatynskyj, Marta.

**KOIARIC**

**KOIARI**

Williams, F. E.

**KUTUBUAN**

**EAST**

Foe (FOI)

Rule, Murray.


**EAST STRICKLAND**

**SAMO**


**MADANG-ADELBERT RANGE**

**ADELBERT RANGE**

**BRAHMAN**

**TAUYA**


**MADANG**

**KALAM-KOBON**

**GENERAL**


**GANTS (GAINJ)**


**MABUSO**

GUM

**AMELE**


**RAI COAST**

KABENAU

**SIROI**


**MINDJIM**

BONGU


**PEKA**

GARIA (SUMAU)


**PIHOM-ISUMRUD-MUGIL**  
**ISUMRUD**  
**KOWAN**  
**WASKIA**


**MUGIL**  
**BARGAM (SAKER)**


**PIHOM**  
**KAUKOMBARAN**


**NUMUGENAN**  
**USAN**

WASEMBO


**MAIN SECTION**

**CENTRAL and WESTERN ANGAN**

**NUCLEAR ANGAN**

**ANKAVE**

Bonnemère, Pascale. HAVE

Bonnemère, Pascale. HAVE

**BARUYA**

Godelier, Maurice. HAVE

Godelier, Maurice. HAVE

Lloyd, Richard G. HAVE

Lloyd, Richard G. HAVE

Lloyd, J. A. HAVE

**KAMEA (HAMTAI, KAPAU, KUKUKUKU)**

Bamford, Sandra. HAVE

**MENYA**


**YAGWOIA**


**GOGODALA-SUKI**

**GOGODALA (GOGODARA)**


**EASTERN HIGHLANDS**

**CENTRAL CHIMBU**

**GOLIN**


**KUMAN (CHIMBU)**


Brown, Paula.

Brown, Paula, and H. C. Brookfield.

Nilles, John.

Reay, Marie.

Reviews: J. A. F. 1960; Watson 1960;

**HAGEN**

**KAUGEL**

**BO-UNG**

Merlan, Francesca, and Alan Rumsey.


**MELPA (MBOWAMB, HAGEN)**

Brandewie, Ernest.

Brandewie, Ernest.

Brandewie, Ernest.


**JIMI**

**MANGA (NARAK)**

Cook, Edwin A.

Cook, Edwin A.

**MARING**

LiPuma, Edward.

LiPuma, Edward.


LiPuma, Edward.

Rappaport, Roy A.


**WAHGI**

Aufenanger, Heinrich.

Deibler, Ellis.

Read, Kenneth E.


**EAST-CENTRAL**

**GAHUKU-BENABENA**

**ALEKANO**


**GENDE**


**GURURUMBA**


**KAMANO-YAGARIA**

**KAMANO**


**YAGARIA**


**SIANE**
Salisbury, R. F.


EASTERN
GADSUP-AUYANA-AWA

McKaughan, Howard, and Doreen Marks.

Robbins, Sterling.

AUYANA

Hayano, David M.

Loving, Richard.

Loving, Richard.

Loving, Richard.

Loving, Richard, and Aretta Loving.

McKaughan, Howard, and Aretta Loving.
Du Toit, Brian M.


**USARUFA**

Bee, Darlene.

**TAIRORA**

Hawkes, Kristen.

Hawkes, Kristen.

Hawkes, Kristen.

**TAIRORA**

Vincent, Alex.

**WAFFA**

Hotz, Joyce, and Mary Stringer.

**FORE**

Glasse, Robert, and Shirley Lindenbaum.

Lindenbaum, Shirley.

**GIMI**

**PIAWI**

**HARUAI (WOVAN)**


**WEST-CENTRAL**

**ANGAL-KEWA**

**ANGAL (MENDI)**


**FOI**


**KEWA**


**ENGAN**

**ENGA**


**HULI**


**PAIELA (IPILI)**

WAKA

Meggitt, Mervyn J.

GOIALAN

KUNIMAIPA

Chinnery, E. W. Pearson.

Egidi, P. V. M.
1907. La tribù di Tauata. *Anthropos* 2: 1009-1021. [Some Tauade, Fujug, and Kuni kin terms in vocabulary.]

BIANGAI

Mitio, Ngawae.

KUNIMAIPA

Pence, Alan R.

MAIRASI-TANAHHERAH

MAIRASI

Peckman, Nancy.

MEK

CENTRAL

JALE

Koch, Klaus-Friedrich.

Koch, Klaus-Friedrich.

EASTERN
EIPO (EIPOMEK)

Heeschen, V., and Wulf Schiefenhövel.

Schiefenhövel, Wulf.

Schiefenhövel, Wulf.

KETENGBAN

Sims, Andrew.

Sims, Andrew, and Joyce Sterner.

OK
LOWLAND
MUYU

Schoorl, Johan W.

MOUNTAIN
FAWOL (BAKTAMIN)

Barth, Frederik, and Oddny Reitan.

MIANMIN (MIAN)

Gardner, Donald S.

Morren, George E. B.

**NGALUM (NALUM)**

Hylkema, S.


**TELEFOL (TELEFOMIN)**

Brumbaugh, Robert C.

Healey, Alan.

Healey, Phyllis, and Alan Healey.

**SOUTH BIRD’S HEAD INANWATAN**

Oosterhout, Dianne van.

Vries, Lourens J. de.

**TIMOR-ALOR PANTAR BLAGAR**

Steinhauer, Hein.

**BUNAK**


MAKASAI


WOISIKA (KAMANG)


WISSEL LAKES-KEMANDOGA
EKARI-WOLANI-MONI
EKARI (KAPAUKU)


See also Pospisil 1965, 1966.


Pospisil, Leopold J. HAVE

Pospisil, Leopold J.


Pospisil, Leopold J.

See also Goldberg 1966; Pospisil 1966.

Pospisil, Leopold J.

See Pospisil 1965; Goldberg 1966.

Pospisil, Leopold J.

Pospisil, Leopold J.

**MONI**

Nunen, Bernard O. van.